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ABSTRACT

A class of feasible quark field models based on the assumption

that the quarks are the only carriers of colours is discussed. The forces

between quarks are described by local but non-linear interaction betweer

quark fields. Such models are much closer than QCD to the - so far very

successful - naive quark model with colours. It Is shown that inseparab lity

and localization of colours, which are two basic conditions of quark

confinement, are of dynamical nature. In particular, inseparability is

simply incompatible with rigorous SU (3) invariance. Therefore, explicit

dynamical SU (3) breaking is proposed in such a form that makes only ths
C

white currents strictly conserved. The resulting field equations implj

manifest inseparability of colours.
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The concept of confinement applied in hadronic physics comprises two

basic requirements: localization and inseparability of the constituent fields.

Localization means that each of the constituent fields is essentially dif-

-13
ferent from zero in some finite regions of space (say of the order 10 cm).

irKeparabUity means that none of the constituent fields can appear isolated

v ... blithe others but only certain combinations of several fields are

;•: -iLLzed l n nature (i.e. SO (3) scalars). One should bear in mind that
C

:h«se two requirements are in general quite independent. For example,some

equations may have localized solutions for each single constituent field. In

other models the constituent fields cannot be separated but they do not form

any non-dissipativet localized clusters which could be indentified with

>'Xtended hadrons.

There are a priori two possibilities concerning the very nature of

confinement : it may be a pure quantum effect that cannot be seen directly

from the general form of the field equations, but appears only after field

quantization as the final result of quite involved and difficult calcula-

tions. However, one cannot exclude another - much simple and more attractive-

possibility that the most essential features of confinement can be deduced

already on the C-number level, i.e. from the form of the field equations.

Although QCD is certainly a very elegant theory of strong inter-

actions, the field equations of QCD do not permit any simple and direct

proof of confinement. Moreover, without any additional restrictions the

field equations of QCD permit the existence of many coloured states which

nave not bee.! observed in nature. In fact, the rigorous colour symmetry

Sur(3) of QCD implies exact conservation not only of the scalar (white)

• .••.!!•;;£s but also of the whole octet of colour charges. Therefore, in order

• ::: exclude such coloured solutions one imposes an additional restriction to

white states.

However, even if one imposes this restriction on the initial states

that comprise some number of white, localized hadrons, it is still not

O'TJi.ous whether this excludes creation of several non-overlapping (isolated)

•OiOured objects which are interrelated in such a manner that the final

rii.e is whiie nut only as a whole. Thus the restriction to white solutions
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must be regarded as at most a necessary but certainly not sufficient

condition of confinement. In other words the t;a:-;ic features of confinement,

i.e. localization and inseparability of colours, cannot result from symmetry

arguments alone but require proper dynamics. The question whether QCD

provides correct dynamics of all the strong interactions and implies the

required form of confinement is still open in spite of several partial

successes. At some attempts to deduce confinement from QCD one uses not

very convincing hand waving arguments, whereas more quantitative attempts

are usually based on rather obscure approximations and not quite reliable

methods of calculation.

Moreover, only recently one realized that introduction of gluons,

which were originally supposed to produce proper forces between quarks,

leads to several side effects. Thus it turns out that QCD permits the

existence of many new exotic ( hermaphrodite) states which comprise not

only quarks and antiquarks but also gluons. This means that actually QCD

implies a new classification of hadrons which differs widely from the so

far well verified scheme worked out already on the basis of the naive quark

model witti colours. At the moment there is na convincing evidence for the

existence of these hermaphrodite hadrons.

In this situation it is well justified to develop also other models.

It seems that most promising are the models in which hadrons are described

as localized soliton solutions of some non-linear, relativistic field

equations in the physical Minkowski space. There are two kinds of such

particle-like solutions called non-topological and topological solitons

respectively. The search for non-topological solutions of the Dirac equa-

tions was started by Finkelstein et al. and then carried on by Soler who

have found numerically some localized solutions for some simple form of non

linearity. Then the author has found some analytic solutions with compact

supports (bag-like) of some other classes of non-linear Dirac as well as

Klein-Gordon equations . In the latter case a proof has been given that all

solutions of the respective classes of equations are non-dissipative as it
4)

should be for typical solitons . Of course, in more realistic models of

hadrons more than one constituent field \i necessary (e.g. fields describing

quarks with different colours and flavours). Recently A.F. and M.F. Ranada

outlined a model with 3 quarks and 3 antiquarks treated in an unconventional

way as 6 independent fields.

The second approach using topological solitons was started by the

6) V)
works of Skyrme , Finkelstein and Rubinstein and then developed by

81
Wittsn and others . It is quite attractive from the general point of view

as it implies directly correct relation between spin and statistics, exist-

ence of strictly conserved and properly quantized fermionic charges etc.

It seems that these two approaches are not mutually exclusive but rather

complementary .

Therefore, in this paper we shall follow the first line of approach

and outline a model which is closer to the naive quark model with colours.

We shall assume that all hadrona and their interactions can be described by

a set of non-linear equations for the basic quark fields t|Jcf(x). The index

c=l,2,3 shall denote colours and f= 1 6 flavours. With respect to the

Lorentz transformations <l>cf (x-) behave like ordinary Dirac bispinors. The

starting point of our model will be a Lagrangian density of the form

where

(a)

is invariant not only with respect to the Lorentz. transformations but also

with respect to the colour group SU (3) and a set of flavours transformations
C

U (1) which imply conservation of each flavour separately. We shall not

discuss higher flavour symmetries - that depend on the chcice of A - in

this paper which is devoted only to the study of the colour confinement.

The non-linear but local function U(X(x)) describes colour - and flavour -

preserving interactions between different quark fields as well as selfinter-

actions of each field without any mediating bosons.

The resulting equations of motion



imply the following 9x6 conservation laws

(3)

:'/
0

The conservation laws for each flavour and baryonic currents

(4)

(5)

are a direct consequence of (4). It is to be noted that J, and i are

SU (3) scalars, i.e. white.
C

It can easily be checked that the field equations have solutions

with only one field different from zero, all the others being identically

zero. Thus we see that due to rather too high amount of colour symmetr/

the requirement of colours inseparability cannot be satisfied for any

choice of U(i{). However, the requirement of localization can be met - it

least on the C-number level- by a suitable choice of U(x) which allows Tor

the existence of soliton-like solutions. It seems that the results obtained

by the author for one Dirac field can be adapted to the present case of

many interacting Dirac fields.

One may try to enforce inseparability of colours by imposing a

symmetry restriction of the Initial states to white ones. However, th.a

does not exclude situations in which all three colours are present but iot

necessarily in the same regions of space-time. Since no choice of an SU,(3)

invariant function U(X) can change this conclusion, let us try to achie>e

inseparability by suitable dynamical breaking of this apparently too ric i

symmetry. An additional justification for abandoning full SU (3) symmetry
C

is provided by the following physical argument: Rigorous conservation 1 tws

are applicable only to isolated systems when the respective conserved

quantities may have definite time independent values. Now, let us accep
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colour confinement in the sense of non-existence of any isolated coloured

states apart from the white ones. If this is Indeed so, the conserved

colour octet charges are physically meaningless, because these are no

carriers of such charges which can be isolated and measured .

Let us take the following two Lorentz scalars which are also

invariant under U (1) but violate SU (3) invariance
I C

£ 4/
with the constants a and b satisfying the conditions

b l f ^ b c f > b c f * K'f f ° r c*c'
The compl ete Lagrangian of our tentative model is taken in the f om

(6)

(7)

(8)

Since 111 and Z appear in (S) in a non-linear combination, no unitary

transformation of colours can eliminate simultaneously all the off-diagmal

terms in the colour indices. Therefore, without any essential loss of

generality we have taken such a representation in which Z is diagonal and

W off-diagonal with respect to colours. The field equations implied by

(8) are

(9)

For the sake of simplicity we shall omit in the following the

flavour indices, because in this paper we shall restrict our attention to

the problem of inseparability of colours. Furthermore, we shall denote

and for the constants a,,,, we take the simple ansatz

a = a = a - ia , a*=a
12 22 31
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The field equations now acquire a more transparent form

Oft ~
(9')

q
These modified equations of motion imply that the * currents

no more separately conserved-In fact one finds

, are

(ID

The divergencies of the remaining 7 currents ran be obtained from (11) by

cyclic yiermutat ions of the colour indices or by complex conjugation. However,

there is one linear combination of currents which is still rigorously

conserved, namely the white currents which satisfy the same conservation

laws as those given by (5). Thus each of the flavours separately as well as

the total baryonic charge are strictly conserved. This is just what we

really need because due to the confinement of colours the white flavours

and baryonic charges are true observables whereas the colour octet charges

are not.

We shall prove that our field equations (9*) imply directly insepar-

ability of colours. Consider a finite region f" of space-time

(12)

where At is a finite time interval and S is the interior of a sphere
R

of radius R, The three coloured fields will be called separable if only

one or two of them can be different from zero in JT , while the remaining

ones are vanishing, i.e. if either
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/, y/f (*) * 0 , yz (*• ) -* 0 , (13)

TT: 0 , % (*) * 0, = 0

for: n?,t)e r

In case I our field equations (9') reduce to

'i if l r< ' r' ' rr O . D

Thus assumption I is incompatible with (9'). In case II we obtain from (9')

Eliminating u from the first two equations (9.II) with the help of the

third we obtain this time two contradicting equations for <fi . Consequently,

the assumptions I, II that either one or two colours can be separated

from the remaining ones is incompatible with any field equations of the form

(91). This means that if one of the colour fields is different from zero

in S for times t from the interval t < t < t +£.x, and is equal to zero
R ' o o

outside S , then the same is true for the remaining two colour fields. In
R

other words,our field equations (91) imply directly that the three coloured

fields must be different from zero in the same regions of space-time. This

statement, however, is just the content of the motion of inseparability of

colours. Since in the proof given above we have made use only of the general

form of the field equations (9'), our conclusions concerning inseparability

of colours remain true also after quantization of the quark fields

(provided that all the operations appearing in the field equations can be

performed for the 9-number fields as well).

Our choice of the SU,(3) breaking term JP which induces manifest

inseparability of colours is obviously not unique. E.g. one can achieve

this by taking another polynomial in 1 or instead one can introduce a

coupling of the quark fields to a colour neutral bosonic field-like o£. ft

etc. Unfortunately, the author was not able to find very strong arguments

for one specific choice.
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